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Operator 
 

Good afternoon, and welcome to the Netcare Ltd annual results for the year ended 30th September 

2008. All participants are now in listen-only mode, and there will be an opportunity for you to ask 

questions at the end of today’s presentation. If you should need any assistance during the conference 

then please signal an operator by pressing star and then zero. Please also note that this conference is 

being recorded. I would now like to turn the conference over to Dr Richard Friedland. Please go 

ahead, sir.  

 

Richard Friedland - CEO 
 

Thank you very much, and good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and thank you for joining us on this 

conference call. I am joined in Johannesburg, South Africa, but Peter Nelson, our Chief Financial 

Officer, and Fundisa Mgidi our Investor Relations  executive. We are also joined by the Chief 

Executive of General Healthcare Group (GHG) in the United Kingdom, Adrian Fawcett, and the Chief 

Financial Officer of GHG, Phil Wieland. I draw your attention, ladies and gentlemen, to the forward-

looking statements that were part of our publication of the results and indeed of our presentation this 

morning. And may I also draw your attention to the various publications that have come out on SENS 

this morning, and also the presentation that is now posted on the website, as well as access to the 

webcast from the presentation in Johannesburg this morning. 

 

I’m going to give a brief overview of our results. I assume those most of you have actually had time to 

dissect and digest them. I’m then going to ask Peter Nelson to give a brief overview on the financial 

aspects, and then ask Adrian Fawcett to give us his view on how the UK has performed over this past 

year, and perhaps some more colour on the outlook for 2009. And thereafter we’d be very comfortable 

to take any questions that you may have, or even be emailed at a later stage on the matter. I think we 

are pleased with the results that we have presented today. Out and out we believe the United 

Kingdom performed outstandingly. Adrian will talk to that later. But we met all of our expectations 

internally there. We’re certainly ahead of our projections in terms of our regional business plan on 

GHG, and I think overall we are delighted with the United Kingdom’s performance and the acquisitions 

made to date. Even in these challenging times that we are facing we believe the long-term strategy is 

spot on. Again a very good set of results, and obviously congratulations to Adrian and his team. 

 

I think for us the most challenging aspect of our results was the South African sector. For those of you 

who follow South Africa, we’ve had a particularly difficult period, initially around a whole range of 

regulatory pressures and threats, starting in September last year and only dissipating with the 
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appointment of the new Minister of Health and the new focus on NHI. The second element 

compounding that was the fact that we negotiated tariffs without a full appreciation of the extent of the 

inflationary environment we would face in South Africa. These tariffs right across the board proved to 

be sub-inflationary. We didn’t have much choice in terms of our GP network in Medicross. It was 

dictated at 5.4%, but certainly in our current negotiations at about 8.4% we were well below the mark 

that we should have been in terms of where inflation ended up. This was compounded by the fact that 

we honoured a decision by our Minister of Health at the time to lower our tariffs. It’s a moot point as to 

whether had the rest of the industry followed suit to the November CPIX figure of 7.9 we would have 

staved off the threat of regulations and the Draft Amendment to the Health Bill. But be that as it may, 

by July having realised there was no progress in this matter we uplifted our tariffs. It still wasn’t 

adequate enough.  

 

I think the third element that impacted South Africa for us was the very disappointing performance of 

primary care, which really came to us very late in the year for a whole host of internal reasons, which I 

believe we have now corrected. But it is very clear that that business has grown exponentially, a 30% 

growth year on year in 2007 and 2008 since we took it over. And the risk profile, as you will have seen 

from the presentation, has changed dramatically to full risk primary, secondary and tertiary as 

opposed to literally only 10% of that in 2006. There were prior year adjustments there. We had not 

taken adequate provisions in 2007 and 2006. There were some central costs. And I think the important 

thing to assure you is that there is nothing structural. These are non-structural impacts to the business 

in the sense that I believe that primary care will recover. These are once-off issues to deal with in the 

2008 year.  

 

If you do your analysis you will see that our hospital division also recovered very well in the second 

half in South Africa, and you will see some significant margin improvements in that hospital division in 

the second half due to a lot of good work in that area. I think our emergency services has also been 

adequately restructured, and we are confident we can reach at least a break-even next year. We are 

marginally there already. But we can certainly sustain that looking forward. Before handing over to 

Peter, just two other things. We were able to improve our working capital quite substantially. You will 

have seen a cash conversion of 113% in South Africa from operations, in the last six months alone at 

167%. And that’s not a once-off wonder. We haven’t sort of ended September and gone into October 

with a huge increase in debt. We’ve been able to manage that and maintain it right through October 

and November. So I’m quite confident that we won’t be reporting the kind of debt levels we did, and 

the deterioration on the South African side come March.  
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Remember that we were at a high of R6.1 billion in March. We have been very prudent on our capex, 

and you will see from the forecasts going forward we continue to be prudent. So overall, the outlook 

from South Africa is that  I think that we should see a better six months going forward in 2009 despite 

the economic downturn. Unlike the UK, I think we are naturally hedged here, given that the public 

services are nowhere near the quality, scope and depth of the NHS, certainly in terms of trauma and 

other things. And so I think many people will hold onto their medical aid cover irrespective of the 

downturn and possible retrenchments faced across the industries in South Africa. They may well buy 

down, but our view is that they will hold onto hospital plans. And also remember that the patients who 

pay out of pocket is only a couple of single digit percent in terms of this market. I won’t say more about 

South Africa. I will hand over to Peter to say something on the financials, and then to Adrian 

thereafter. 

 

Peter Nelson - CFO 

 

Good afternoon, everybody. I must start by just drawing attention to that we did have to publish a 

trading statement – you would have all seen that – where technically based on the fact that our 

earnings per share or our HEPS were down by more than 20% that needed to be disclosed. That 

primarily arose because of the prior year deferred tax credits which have been received, which 

boosted prior year earnings and gave rise to that result. On a normalised basis our earnings per share 

adjusted for non-recurring items this year was about 60.5c versus an adjusted figure for last year of 

60.1c. So it was a minor decline of 0.7%, but pretty much flat.  

 

On the South African side I think we had an excellent second half. The first half had seen us trying to 

deal with the integration of the Community Hospital Group. We had taken quite sizable hits on our total 

debt provisions in the first half based on where the local market was. We also, on the South African 

market, carried some retrenchments in the first half. And we do have an anomaly where in South 

Africa in December we pay our bonuses, and in relation to the bonuses paid in December of 2007 they 

related to the financial year of 2006. These items had the effect of keeping the first half results pretty 

low and in the second half we were able to turn that around very significantly on the hospital and 

pharmacy and trauma side.  

 

I think Richard has alluded to the fact that in South Africa the primary care results were pretty 

disappointing. These contracts which we had have pretty long tails. We’ve paid claims pretty much 

anything up to 12 months after incurring, and certainly the cash costs which were paid out with relation 

to services rendered in the prior year were some R28 million, and we had to book those. But I think 

equally disappointing was the catch-up in relation to the current year, where because of this long tail 
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the claims that manifested themselves in the second half were disappointing and caught management 

by surprise. We have obviously started to address that some months ago, and already we’re looking at 

improving the tariffs and the cost management and the systems in primary care businesses. I think for 

South Africa cash flow and balance sheet ended the year exceptionally strong, and we can be very 

pleased with the turn-around and improvements on that front. 

 

I think the UK had a good year all round, and I will leave Adrian and Phil to talk about that a bit later. 

Clearly with the Nuffield acquisition we haven’t had enough time to demonstrate at the bottom line that 

this is positive to earnings, but I’m sure that’s just around the corner. It did have a big balance sheet 

effect on us as we had to bring those assets and additional debt to account in our year end balance 

sheets. We did set out on the slides presented today the non-recurring items that are affecting our 

earnings, both last year and in the current year. There were quite a lot of these, but in the current year 

they pretty much wash. I show that the effect of these no-recurring items in the current year for the 

group is a net of 1c per share, but in the prior year they were much larger because of the deferred tax 

credit which we had taken through at Netcare UK relating to the changing rate of tax. 

 

The current year items were set out quite extensively in the slides that we discussed today. In the UK 

there were restructuring costs, there were costs relating to the Nuffield acquisition, and again relating 

to the pension fund curtailment. We also just set the record on the swaps. In the prior year we had 

some R58 million of swap profits. This year we had some R15 million of swap losses up to February, 

after which time our hedges were all 100% accounted for or 100% hedged and had no further impact. 

There were big tax credits last year in the UK. There are some sizable tax credits this year in the UK. 

We sought to normalise those in our calculations.  

 

In South Africa we had costs relating to the Community acquisition. Prior to acquiring Community this 

was an equity accounted vehicle, and when we fair valued the assets at takeon, some of those assets 

affected income statement to the extent that there were losses. We picked up our share because 

previously this had been an associate of ours, and typically we had to account for our share of those 

losses. That amounted to R8 million. What we couldn’t bring to book on the same line was the fact that 

the properties and the land and buildings which we owned were revalued by some R93 million, or our 

share was some R93 million. And that went directly to equity, whereas these other items go through 

the income statement where we took a bit of a hit.  

 

We also had retrenchments in South Africa, and we had to catch up our provisions in primary care in 

relation to these problems which we discussed earlier. There was some tax effect. But the South 

African earnings per share in the current year were affected negatively some 2.8c. The UK side was 
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positive some 3.8c. It pretty much washed at the 1c board for the group. So I’ve shown that the 

adjusted basic headline earnings per share at 50.5c is a good number. It’s a pretty representative 

number of the year, although slightly down on last year. The South African adjusted HEPS would have 

been about 55.3c. That is down 9% year on year. And the UK would have had 5.2c contribution, the 

two together adding up to the 60.5c. A big caution though that the South African figure of 55.3c carries 

the financing cost for our equity investment in GHG. This is plus or minus some 15c a share, so if we 

look through the GHG investment in this current year we’re still diluted to some 10c a share on the 

Netcare shares out of the GHG investment. Hopefully we will see that turn around in the next few 

years. 

 

In our  balance sheet as I presented on the slides, clearly we expect to be significantly affected by the 

rate of exchange because the Pound has changed from R14.03 to the Pound to R14.76 to the Pound. 

This has had a currency impact if we just look at our total assets on our balance sheet of some R2.1 

billion, and the other side of this represents itself mainly in increased debt on the equity and liability 

side. The acquisitions are also very significant in the year because of the Nuffield acquisitions. That 

has added R3.1 billion to our balance sheet on the total assets line. Then we sold two of the Nuffield 

hospitals for R480 million, so those three items collectively are driving the bulk of the movements on 

the balance sheet. Yes, there are other movements, and these are set out in the slide, but frankly 

they’re far less in quantity. 

 

The one single thing that has changed on our balance sheet on the asset side is that we unwound our 

cost currency swap. We were still carrying a swap of some R188 million at the beginning of the year. 

This is related to the balance of the funding due on the GHG acquisition, which during the year we 

paid off. Since the beginning of this acquisition of GHG we have added R1.4 billion credit to our 

foreign currency translation reserve relating to our equity share of GHG, a very nice credit. In the 

current year we added R130 million to that line. For the rest, I think the biggest single thing we have to 

comment on the balance sheet is that we just have to keep an eye on the swap position. We still have 

swaps for another 23 years, essentially from the GHG acquisition.  

 

We’ve got some minor interest rate swaps elsewhere in the group. And certainly interest rates have 

declined in the UK, so we’re seeing a very significant impact on the liability for the swaps. In fact, at 

the end of last year our swaps collectively had a net asset value of R109 million at the end of 2008. 

These had a liability value of R1.1 billion. So we’ve seen a R1.2 billion movement on this liability on 

our balance sheet. It’s an area just to keep our eyes on. I don’t think we should lose any sleep, but we 

do need to note that the financial markets are in turmoil. Accounting standards for how we apply 

hedge accounting are under debate across the world. We’ve been applying 100% hedge accounting 
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since March. I’m not sure we will be able to apply the hedge accounting at that level in every reporting 

period for the remainder of the 23 years, but that will depend on the period by period circumstances. 

But it is a big number on our balance sheet, and we just need to keep an eye on that. With that said I 

think we’re happy to move into comments from the UK. Adrian, if you could take us through the UK 

results and also give some guidance on the outlook for 2009. 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEOGHG  
 

Good afternoon all from the UK. Very simply the UK story is one where quality has improved 

throughout the year. We’ve focused on making sure that our clinical standards, out excellence in 

customer service and patient journey are all given a firm platform with which to build the business for 

the year ahead. Whether you measure that by customer complaints, which is at an all-time low over 

the extended network, unplanned theatre returns, our infection control and infection rates or by the 

positives in increasing customer satisfaction again, the business has done well on all measures, which 

is especially important through this period of change as we reorganise both the regional business units 

and the way the management team have been approaching the business.  

 

Each of the operational areas targeted on generating efficiencies have come good during the course 

of the year as planned. Some have many miles left to go in the years ahead; some are delivering 

underway as we speak. Our shared finance service centre in Manchester is up and running and we’ve 

seen much improvement in the recent years coming from that. Margins have improved in the business 

again. We are now about 3% better than when we acquired the business, and EBITDA growth is 

reported over 15%. All key revenue growth streams have shown progress in the year, and we’re 

pleased to report that our patient numbers are on a like for like measure and on a total measure as we 

accept more segments of both the demographics of the public and geographies with our new 

acquisitions. The new acquisitions in the year have all been integrated – no issues to report on that – 

and they are all now billing and all now enjoying the clinical governance compliance standards and 

rates from the funders in line with our core business. And the leverage that those transactions have 

given us has allowed us to put in new contracts with most of the insurers, which give us benefits well 

beyond anything we have anticipated, both on the acquisition file and the results shown here. 

 

Ward usage, overnight and consulting rooms, our efficiency programme ahs given us extra capacity in 

all of those areas. So I’m pleased to report that along with a strong capital programme of just short of 

£49 million in the year, we have managed to garner extra space for activity in the years ahead. 

Therefore our case load plans for the next two years can be delivered out of our sights without 

compromise. Our capex programmes are all showing returns, and we are pleased with the delivery of 
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those both in the year and the targeting of those when we had so many choices. The management 

team have done well, both in terms of controls of expenses and in generating customer footfall. And 

I’m pleased to report that in our consultant survey undertaken at the start of the year we are one in 

one out of ten of 13 measures on independent surveys, and we now have more consultants working in 

the business at the end of the year than we did at the start. Headlines of revenue growth converting at 

12% down into reported EBITDA of 18%, driven by an improvement in margin. Cash generation was 

again positive year on year, with £18 million of free cash being generated after our activity, and quality 

metrics are at an all-time high.  

 

Guidance for the year ahead: we are being cautiously optimistic. In a marketplace here in the UK 

which suffers the same as the rest of the planet in the financial turmoil we’re anticipating growing 

revenue ahead of inflation, principally by seeing like for like activity improvement and an improvement 

in our services mix. We’re expecting to maintain margins or improve them in the year ahead. Our 

caution is that we want to make sure we enjoy an improvement in market share, and we want the 

flexibility with which to make sure we can capture each segment of the market. Our capex expenditure 

is not expected to be any greater than this year against the activities that we’ve identified for the year 

ahead. All in all a good year, and the recent six months and the next six months we’d expect to 

consolidate and harness a lot of the positives that Peter highlighted in our recent acquisitions, and 

they will come into the core business as planned. In terms of debt, given the sensitivity in the 

marketplace, I’m just going to hand to Phil for a moment to update you on that area of our business.  

 

Phil Wieland  – CFO GHG 
 

Good afternoon, everybody. In terms of our debt we have continued to amortise the prop co debt and 

the op co debt in line with the agreements that were taken out some two and a half years ago. We 

have increased in the year our borrowing facility, specifically in respect of the Nuffield acquisition. And 

the cash generation in the business in the year demonstrates our ability to continue to make full 

interest payments. There is no pressure on our covenants at all that anyone needs to have any 

concern about.  

 

In terms of the business positioning in the marketplace we continue to optimise the brand. We 

rebranded the business during the course of the year under the banner “BMI – the consultant’s 

choice”. This quite clearly really is. We have more consultants working in the business. The vast 

majority of those consultants do the majority of their business with us. The branding is newer, fresher 

and more accessible, which I think is increasingly relevant in a marketplace where I think people are 

making choices based on quality and outcome. And word of mouth is increasingly important to make 
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sure that GPs have the confidence to refer to our business here in the UK versus any of our 

competitors.  

 

In terms of the marketplace dynamics there has proven to be a natural offset. As the self-pay 

segments have come under challenge, the NHS has actually grown. So where people are not 

prepared to pay for their own operations the NHS has demonstrably not been able to cater for that 

volume itself, and we’re seeing volume growth coming through from the NHS, offsetting any sign of 

weakness in the self-pay area. The relatively small mix of our business, being less than 4% of our 

business, in cosmetic surgery insulates us significantly from any of the discretionary spend areas of 

pressure. We are pleased to say that our self-pay volumes mix is almost identical to our PMI insurers 

mix.  

 

To conclude our year we’re delighted to say that we have managed with BUPA, the UK’s largest 

insurer, to strike an accordant relationship that sees us focussing together in partnership on the 

development of both the industry, generating new target lives of cover and making sure the quality 

outcomes in the year ahead are at an all-time high for people with PMI cover of insurance. 

Increasingly important that people are looking at what they should spend their money on or be paying 

as part of their employee remuneration package. A partnership with the largest funders is important for 

the largest hospital group, and we anticipate that being a positive that we couldn’t otherwise have 

garnered without the acquisitions we made during the course of the year. Nothing else to report for the 

UK, other than we have done what we said we would do. 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Thanks very much, Adrian and Phil. Ladies and gentlemen, we are happy to take any questions you 

might have. 

 

Operator 
 

Thank you very much, Sir. Ladies and gentlemen, at this time if you would like to ask a question 

please press star and then one on your touchtone phone. If you then decide to withdraw your 

question, please press star and then two. Our first question comes from Martin Whitbread of Morgan 

Stanley. Please go ahead. 
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Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Good afternoon. I have a number of questions. I will just take one at a time if that’s okay. I will start 

with three then perhaps let somebody else have a turn. What do you expect for pricing for South 

African hospitals going into next year? And what kind of certainty do you have on the current number? 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Answering that briefly we’re looking at high single digits. We have certainty with some of the schemes, 

but not all. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay. Thank you. If you can split out the effect of Netcare 911 from the hospital business would you 

say that margins at hospitals are down less than half a percent in the second half of 2008 or more 

than half a percent? 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Martin, the hospital division are actually up H2 on H1. We don’t generally dictate the turnover or the 

revenue or profit and loss in 911, but I would safely say that we are close to just over 2% up on 

margins in the hospital division in the second half. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Half on half is that? 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Ja. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
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Okay. And I guess the third question, you said that GHG is aiming to maintain margins in the UK in 

2009, but that you also want the newly acquired Nuffield units to increase their margin, and perhaps to 

move up to the group average margin. So does that imply that you’d be looking for a decline in 

margins in the incumbent portfolio? 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

No, but I think let Adrian answer that one. 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHGThe plan is certainly not to end up where we see a reduction or dilution in 

margins during the course of the year. We have put in agreements with our funders so that we can 

have some line of sight in this environment over what the revenue line is going to be. Our efficiency 

measures will continue, and indeed the terms with all the new acquisitions are harmonious now with 

our core business. So we would expect the Nuffield outlets as were and the extra two that we’ve also 

purchased subsequently to end up coming onto margins much closer to our core business. But quite 

clearly some of that is based on operational management and change of practises in those units that 

will take place during the year, not just at the start of the year. So it’s a building process.  

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Many thanks. 

 

Peter Nelson – CFO  
 

Martin, could I just come back to that? Sorry, it’s late in the day, but just to correct those margins in the 

second half in the hospitals are up 1.2%, not 2.1%. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay. But are the margins down year over year in terms of the second half of the year in the hospital 

business? 

 

 

Peter Nelson – CFO  
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Yes, there has been a margin decline somewhat, but the model is very different. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Yeah, sure. In terms of that decline though, the order of magnitude, is that more than 1% or less than 

1%?  

 

Peter Nelson – CFO  
 

I don’t have that number in front of me, but I will put most of that as a result of the lower tariff really 

than anything else. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Yeah, sure. Okay. And just in terms of the wage inflation that you’re experiencing with the current 

negotiations – or perhaps you’ve finished them – what kind of number are you expecting? It says CPI 

plus a few percent. 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Well we haven’t entered into the wage negotiations. What we’ve done is that you will remember that 

we had an agreement with the unions that we finalised in March of this year for the remaining eight or 

nine months of the year. And we were due to finalise those negotiations effective 1st January. We have 

postponed that out to March. Our view is that was in the best interests of Netcare, and we felt that that 

was more prudent to have a look at potentially the inflationary environment that we might be facing in 

the South African market and enter into negotiations as late as possible. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay. Makes sense. I’ll come back with more questions. 

 

 

Operator  
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Our next question comes from Alex Comer of JP Morgan. Please go ahead. 

 

Alex Comerr – JP Morgan  
 

Hi. A couple of questions. Firstly, just really on the UK. Obviously the UK economy is… I wouldn’t say 

collapsed, but it has got worse very quickly in the last few months. I was just wondering whether you 

could give an indication of how the performance has been in GHG over the last couple of months, and 

particularly if possible in November. And I’m looking for what’s happening in self-pay and in NHS. And 

then secondly, I was wondering if maybe you could give me some insight into why you made a 

decision to buy a couple of new hospitals, I think one is up in Darlington, given the current outlook for 

the UK economy. Did you hear that? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
 

Essentially I think it’s no illusion that the economy here is under a lot of pressure, both in finance terms 

and in employment as well, with the forecasts going to Christmas as dismal as I’ve ever seen them. 

The practicalities are that over 70% of our business is based on PMI, and we have yet to see any 

impact on the PMI market coming through to both the claims rates and the lives covered. We have to 

be alert. I think people in their dying days of employment may choose to claim quite heavily on their 

PMI to get their episodes of care livened up. So we’re under no illusion that we don’t want to end up 

fooling ourselves that there aren’t lives being lost. October, by way of note, was the highest volume 

October that we’ve had on record, and our highest volume month. So there are no indications right 

now that that is the terminal point in the industry.  

 

That said, I think we need to be very aware that lives covered in what is clearly a recession 

environment are going to be more impacted than some of the previous recessions, with this being top 

down, management jobs etc. And we are now working with the funders to make sure that people 

leaving employment continue with personal cover. And secondly there is no trade-down coming 

through the lives covered in companies. We are very keen to make sure that innovative packages with 

excesses to suit the individual cover areas on medical grounds to cover the individual, and indeed the 

type of cover to cover age and clinical control and [unclear] comes to [unclear]. Simply, it’s too early to 

tell. But as it stands at the moment we can see the NHS continues to grow in the marketplace and for 

ourselves, and there seems to be a big trade-off between self-pay and NHS in those categories that 

are affected. In terms of the new outlets, both Phil and I will reply on this. We have been opportune in 

part and targeted in part in the selection of these two, both in trying to make sure we access 
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consultants and footprint that the company currently doesn’t have, but also in the way that we have 

targeted the specific hospitals. And I will let Phil spend one minute taking you all through how we have 

gone about purchasing these to make sure they are consolidated to the organisation immediately.  

 

Phil Whelan – CFO GHG 
 

Thank you, Adrian. I think these two acquisitions are an example of where the current market 

difficulties are an opportunity rather than a threat or a problem for the business. So we have acquired 

two units without having to raise any debt or indeed having to incur any ingoing cost, and that’s 

because the strength of our business and our national platform means that we can drive efficiencies 

that weren’t there before. So I will give you an example of Oxford. That business is now making 

£150,000 a month more than it did when we took it over, and we didn’t pay anything to buy it. The 

other point that’s relevant is that expanding that footprint gives benefit back to the whole business in 

terms of our strategy by making sure that we can access the greatest proportion of the UK population 

that we possibly can.  

 

So very simply, by taking on operating companies where either consultants have got a problem where 

their fixed costs as a sole unit are not economically viable or the terms that they enjoy in the 

marketplace are so different to our own, our leverage allows us to step in and for zero ingoings to 

actually take on viable businesses in new footprints. This is very important to the funders who are 

working with us in this regard. And in some of these units where they weren’t previously covered by 

certain funders we are now seeing them covering them on that footprint because they like our clinical 

governance, they like our management procedures and they like the pathways that we are putting in 

with some of the very high-end clinicians that we are now dealing with, Oxford being an example of 

that. So far from being a distress situation it’s actually an opportunity for us, and we need to be slightly 

creative about how we go about those. But you would expect as a management team to do that and 

not be caught off guard.  

 

Alex Comer – JP Morgan  
 

Thanks. Could you just explaingobviously the NHS went up month on month through most of this year, 

but you’ve got harder sort of year on year comparables now. So can you give us an indication of what 

the patient volume has been over the last couple of months, and also there is obviously some benefits 

in terms of the restructuring you’ve got to come through, so maybe you could give us an indication on 

that as well.  
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Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
 

I understand the first question, which is NHS volumes. We don’t report NHS volumes specifically in 

this report. Broadly last year we said they were up about 170%. That trend has continued, both by 

volume and by mix. But we are not targeting volume. We are trying to make sure we do the 

procedures, customers and PCTs that we want to do. So I don’t want you to judge the business on its 

NHS volume. That is not the primary purpose of it. We treat the NHS as a flexible friend where we can 

work in partnership either with the PCT or with the local community, not just on waiting lists but to 

meet what the consultants want to do.  

 

The important chapter in the NHS is coming next, and that’s with the advent of the pre-choice legwork 

where the government is actually pushing out across the UK that GPs can start to refer to consultants 

in the private sector for NHS referrals. And I’m pleased to say that all of our hospitals are connected 

onto the ECN network. And we would anticipate that from February onwards a steady but sure 

increase in the number of slots made available for the NHS, principally to make sure that our efficiency 

programme comes through and our occupancy levels both at consulting room, theatre and ward 

optimise the returns that we get, hence the security under the margins whilst doing an increased 

proportion of NHS work. Compared to our peers however, NHS will remain a relatively smaller 

proportion of the total, as our primary focus is to make sure that we’re offering good quality private 

healthcare and a flexible framed offering to the NHS. In terms of the second part of your question I 

didn’t quite understand it. I don’t know if you can just repeat that for me.  

 

Alex Comer – JP Morgan  
 

I just wondered if there were any cost savings to come through this year. 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
 

Yes. If you saw Richard’s presentation earlier there was a tick sheet that highlights the cost initiatives 

that we have been focussing on, namely ward labour, theatre labour, purchasing efficiencies, the 

shared service centre, utilities purchasing and so on, where we have identified that some of those 

things are in process and others are actually just starting. I’d anticipate for these to underpin our 

margin improvements that would be targeting in the balance of the year, which we are clearly wanting 

to make sure we deliver in the face of what might be difficult operational circumstances. A point of 

note in the year is that we have closed the defined benefit pension scheme for the company, and I 
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guess there is a significant once-off. You can see that in this year’s accounting and also in the running 

costs of the business next year. That’s easily identifiable there.  

 

Alex Comer – JP Morgan  
 

Richard, can I just ask one further question? I mean looking at what Gordon Brown plans to do with 

the UK with regard to giving tax cuts, presumably that’s going to ultimately mean the NHS is under a 

huge amount of pressure post 2010. I was just wondering if you’ve given that issue any thought with 

regards to your strategy going forward. 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG Healthcare   
 

It’s on all the various options ranging from monetary policy tightening and expanding and fiscal policy 

tightening to expanding, and the impact on IFRS7 budgetary allowances. But for the NHS, the 

Department of Health,  and Pensions and Treasury, which are the biggest commission areas, 

including the Home Office, on impact on government costs. We don’t anticipate in the NHS budget 

getting any massive uplifts in the current run-rate. So the 1.5% to 3% uplift requiring efficiencies as it 

goes through the year we would see as being realistic and what will happen. We do however see 

continued demand for the following reasons: population growth for women up to 65 and for men up to 

68, and therefore self-sufficiency is increasing. Our medical effectiveness is actually meaning that if 

we increase diagnostic imaging upfront we are funding more than required.  

 

So we [inaudible segment] in this instance. And whether the NHS increases or not there is an 

increased role for the private sector. On a slightly longer time horizon through 2013 I would expect 

theprocess ] on the NHS review to start to reveal whether personal budget allowances or sport 

purchase  can form part of the fabric of the government thinking for the NHS spending, both of which 

will be positive. We’re at an unusual point in the UK just now where any policy measure, any treasury 

measure and any move that the population may choose to make politically, will probably go in the 

benefit and favour of this industry sector, because you couldn’t have a worse history than that we have 

survived over the last ten years where the private companies such as ourselves haven’t been seen as 

partners but as competition. I fully anticipate that disappearing in my lifetime. 

 

 

Alex Comer – JP Morgan  
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Okay, thanks very much. 

 

Operator  
 

Our next question comes from Mark Wadley of Credit Suisse. Please go ahead, sir. 

 

Mark Wadley – Credit Suisse  
 

Thanks very much. Adrian, just a quick one for you. When we visited the UK in June obviously we saw 

some of the new services that you’d implemented, particularly the small A&E unit just outside London. 

Can you give us some clarity around how some of those services are doing and whether you’re 

planning to expand those at all, please? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG   
 

Expect to hear more on that at the half year as we will have enough under our belts in terms of patient 

flow satisfaction and roll through. You must just take the ones you saw as an indication. The Valentine 

Churchill that you visited, you saw the A&E opened, that’s currently doing 160% of the business 

occupancy we expected it to, and the referrals into the hospital are about 34% more activity and about 

8% of our admissions, both of which are ahead of where we expected. It’s split roughly radiology and 

imaging 50:50 and pathology 50:50 and some other bits and pieces. So that has worked as a business 

model, but it’s too early to tell as to if you were to roll those out against which units in the UK you’d get 

compelling mass. I want to get a few more months under my belt before I start that programme, as 

quite clearly it alters the tone and shift of what you’re doing in the hospitals positively. 

 

With respect to renal we’ve got two sites for renal going out. That is a discreet move. I don’t expect 

large numbers of those across the UK. And with respect to increasing both orthopaedic and general 

surgery and increasing the higher dependency units the plan is exactly the same as we talked about 

when you came for the educational trip. No change there. Fundamentally the one area that we’ve got 

challenged on this year was to try and increase our share of the imaging marketplace, where we were 

both forced by the funders in the marketplace and took the opportunity to lower the pricing on imaging 

relative to where we were historically in order that we increase the number of people taking that 

imaging in our hospitals. We see that as a pathway going forward. I would expect to report an update 

on that at the half year. 
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Mark Wadley – Credit Suisse  
 

Great. Thanks very much. 

 

Operator  
 

Ladies and gentlemen, a reminder that if you’d like to ask a question please press star and then one 

now. Our next question comes from Dhersan Chetty of UBS. Please go ahead. 

 

Dhersan Chetty – UBS  
 

Hi. Just a few questions on the UK. Given the press on PMI through to retrenchments and pressure on 

the self-pay due to the economic slowdown, I would guess that the NHS has to be the main driver. 

And how successful do you think patient choice will be in the UK as a whole, and what do you think 

your market share will be in it, given that you will be choosing procedures selectively? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG   
 

If I understand your question you’re saying what market share of NHS activity we’re taking? 

 

Dhersan Chetty – UBS  
 

No, of the patient choice what market share will you be taking if you’re choosing selectively? And how 

successful do you think the take-up will be? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG   
 

I think the take-up will be reasonably slow for two reasons. One, you’re having to educate the GP 

population to change habits and present to the consumer at the point where they’re saying they’ve got 

issues with the choice. And as we know, that’s going to take some education to give them confidence 

that those consultants are the right ones to refer to, and that secondly they ought to change some 

historic practises from before. So I anticipate a slow but steady build-up. In terms of market share I 

can’t give you any guidance on that, other than I would expect us to take our fair share around the 

hospitals that we want to open up for the activity. And if you judge broadly speaking we would have 
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between 27% and 35% market share in geographies. That is what I would expect to take in the 

marketplace up to a cap in our hospitals of about 15% of activity.  

 

Dhersan Chetty – UBS  
 

Okay. Can you give any indication of what revenue you would like from patient choice? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG   
 

No. 

 

Dhersan Chetty – UBS  
 

Okay. Can you tell me which procedures have been decreasing in the self-pay market, I mean in 

GHG? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG    
 

Sorry, repeat that last question again.  

 

Dhersan Chetty – UBS  
 

Sorry. Which procedures have been decreasing in volumes in the self pay sector? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
 

In the self-pay segment we’ve seen no differential in the movement from one type of activity to 

another. So they have all pretty much moved harmoniously up and down. I had expected to see 

cosmetic moving more vigorously, thinking it was more discretionary, but if you look at our cosmetic 

component a lot of it is reconstruction and a lot of it is at the higher end. We don’t tend to do any of the 

younger generation in the UK. We tend to do older generation who have money saved from savings. 

And in the last year with higher interest rates going through the UK they saw initially a boost in their 

savings.  
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Dhersan Chetty – UBS  
 

Thanks. 

 

Operator    
 

We have a follow-up question now from Martin Whitbread of Morgan Stanley. Please go ahead.  

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

I’ve just got a few follow-up questions. Thanks for taking them. The first question is back to South 

Africa. This PPP in Lesotho, you say it’s worth R1.1 billion. What is the capex you’re raising for that, 

and moreover, what is the economics of  the life of the project? 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO 
 

Okay. We put out a paper on that in some detail, but effectively we have a 40% stake in that with our 

consortium. Our total exposure is some R40 million of debt and of equity. The project has been 

structured on an 85% debt equity basis. The money has been loaned by the Development Bank of 

Southern Africa and is completely ring fenced in terms of Netcare. This is a 15 year concession. There 

will be no impact on contribution to earnings until about 2011 when the project or hospital opens, 

although there will be a minor contribution from the refurbishment of the three primary care clinics, 

providing that we meet the long stop date, which is the 21st January. We are confident the contract will 

be signed in December, meeting the condition’s precedents. But if that happens most of these clinics 

will be refurbished by the end of 2009, so there will be a pretty small contribution in early 2010. The 

majority of the contribution happens in 2011. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Is this a model that you have to further in South Africa as well in the next couple of years, depending 

on what the government ushers in post the election?  

 

Richard Friedland – CEO 
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Ja, absolutely, because I think this really mirrors what we’ve been doing in the United Kingdom for the 

past five years, and been desperately trying to do with our own government, which is really not just 

being a build, operate and transfer mechanic, but rather doing what we do best, which is providing the 

clinical services and managing the facility. The two PPPs that we’re opening in Port Alfred down in the 

Eastern Cape in February, and in Grahamstown, the Settlers Hospital, in July, are really facility 

management contracts, and we are not running clinical services. So if we can get to a position where 

we’re able to do that and run a comprehensive suite of services, we would welcome that. We do think 

there is an opportunity where the IFC is able to support both through the determined process, the 

tendering, negotiating, the design and modelling of governments in Africa. And also with the funding 

that there is an opportunity to help establish infrastructure and provide services elsewhere. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay, thank you. What about this potential sale of Ampath? It seems to have been stalling or going on 

for some time at any rate. You said on the earlier conference call that it’s hopefully coming to the end 

of the process. Is there anything more that you can tell us, and what happens if you don’t get the end 

of the process? Are there any regulatory implications? 

 

Richard Friedland – CEO 
 

Let me tell you exactly where we are in terms of Ampath. We have agreed terms between ourselves 

and Netcare. That is what has taken the last two years. And we purposefully avoided putting a line in 

our commentary specifically given the fact that we’ve always said it’s on the verge of closure. But the 

ability to get 56 partners in one room together and get them to agree is worse than herding cats. We 

actually finally achieved that. But this has taken so long that the financing of this acquisition has 

changed somewhat, given where the markets are. So where we are really is that we have financing 

available. It is literally only available and has been reserved for Ampath until the 28th November, which 

is next Friday. And literally we need to finalise some of the guarantees between us  and the financier 

or the bank that’s involved, given that we are guaranteeing a portion of this financing and that needs to 

happen within the next few days. And if that does happen, I am confident the transaction will go 

through next Friday. If it doesn’t, the favourable terms that we were able to secure and also prolong, 

even though the rates have gone up, will cease on Friday next week. Friday this week, sorry, I’m 

already thinking last week, Friday this week.  However, I don’t believe that this transaction is dead 

thereafter because I believe that if we are unable to consummate this agreement on Friday, I do 

believe the parties will be around the table looking at an alternative financing mechanism. It could be 

too disappointing. We are keen to see the back of it. Not because we don’t have a good relationship 
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with them, but it has taken up an enormous amount of our time and quite frankly we’d like to be done 

with it. 

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Will you remain one of Ampath’s largest customers?  

 

 
Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Well, we’re not really a customer per se. In fact, we’ll be a landlord to them in our hospitals and there 

are lease agreements in place. We don’t per se use their services at all. It’d be doctors and clinicians   

in our various centres that use them. We provide the same facilities to their competitors and that’s very 

much an arms length arrangement. We have no benefit going forward at all from Ampath whatsoever.  

 

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay, thank you for that. Finally, just before we return to GHG. Can you give an update on the 

competition tribunal and if there’s been any progress with their thoughts on the potentially revised 

findings for the GHG transaction?  

 
Richard Friedland – CEO  
 

Yes, I can give you that. Just to inform the audience generally, we got involved with a community 

health care back in 2000, 2001. We helped bail them  out of liquidation and we helped resurrect that 

group. We were providing a variety of services to them and lauren behold, a complaint was made by 

ProSano, the medical scheme, in 2005 that we were guilty of price fixing because we were negotiating 

tariffs on their behalf. The competition commission felt that we were guilty not only of prior 

implementation of a merger because we hadn’t notified them, but also on collusion on pricing. We 

argued that was bizarre, you can’t be guilty of both. Either once you’ve acquired the business, there 

can be no collusion going forth, or we haven’t acquired the business and we are colluding. We agreed 

that there’d been prior implementation in the merger inadvertently because we had put in our IT 

systems in 2003 when the industry was not allowed to collectively bargain. We did what every other of 

the large groups had done and what BNHS did, NHN did, and we negotiated collectively. We agreed 

this consent order of six million; it had to go to the tribunal. The tribunal ruled that the fine wasn’t 

adequate; it should have been based on Netcare’s turnover. It should be at 10%, and that’s R600 
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million of a R6 billion turnover. They raised a whole range of other issues and frankly we took this on 

appeal and review.  It was heard in a Cape appeal court, the competition appeal court in Cape Town 

on the 24th of October. I believe that our arguments were favourably received. I am very hopeful that 

the consent order will be passed and that the fine will remain at R6 million. I can’t comment more than 

that, Martin, other than to say that we don’t have a provision in our books for anything larger. We 

remain confident that our arguments were well heard and we will await that judgement. 

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay, many thanks, Richard. Can I turn to Adrian just for a couple of questions? I don’t mean to hog 

the phone, but some few more to follow up on. First question is, is the NHS work at present, is that 

mainly spot and if so, are the contacts with the hospitals would be PCTs? And do you expect the mix 

to change into 2009, and therefore perhaps do you expect the margin to change on your NHS work?  

 
Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG 
 

The last year saw a migration from what was principally mostly spot and contract work to a balance of 

each at this point in time. I’d expect that balance to continue. If you ask the NHS, they’d probably over 

recall ECN as a lot of the PCTs put some of their ECN volumes staffed by over recording their spot on 

that basis in my opinion, we will always do a blend; I don’t see that stopping in the year ahead. I would 

expect more of it to be done on tariff plus current mix rather than spot pricing. But we would treat that 

as incremental rather than our start point.  

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay and then a few financial questions. The tax loss carried forward that you were using in the 

second half of the year. How much do you have left of those and how long do you expect them to be 

relevant for? 

 
Peter Nelson – CFO 
 

We’ll pick up the answer to that. They passed the comments on your report that I think is out today, 

just the disclosure book.  I think you passed a quick comment on PBT was 7% lower than forecast and 

that relates to the same.  

 
Phil Wieland – CFO GHG 
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The tax restructuring we did during the year released about £20 million of value. So that’s £20 million 

net. We expect now that we won’t pay tax in the year ahead or we wouldn’t expect to pay much tax in 

the year following that either. So that was a pretty significant and positive transaction for us. The 

accounting for that, I won’t bore you with the ins and outs of it, but the element of the tax losses which 

were trapped which now meant that there was a hit to profit before tax through the depreciation line 

which effectively compounded, as well. With the write-back of that  through the tax line,  that gave an 

artificially lower PBT, but overall gave a positive boost to the earnings bottom line. Which is why you 

see that slightly lower PBT than you might otherwise have been expecting in the UK business. Which I 

think Martin you picked up in the report that you published at lunch time today. 

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

That was actually with reference to the Netcare group. 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG 
 

No, you probably meant the UK because we currently have a 7% lower forecast, I think, is that not 

UK?  

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

No. I am going to have to reread what I put because I’ve been thinking about something else since 

then. But I’ll get back to you.  

 
Phil Wieland – CFO GHG  
 

Let us know if you recall what you put there. The moves have essentially understated PBT this year on 

purpose because we wanted to capture those benefits at the top line. That means that we can, 

through this move, enjoy lower tax for the next two years.  

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Okay. So what is the size of the tax loss going forward, just out of interest? 

 

 
Phil Wieland – CFO GHG 
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I think if you just take the guidance that we don’t expect to pay t tax this year or the following year, that 

broadly gives you the right number. 

 
Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 
Then I must rely on your earnings forecast? Okay, moving on. Two final questions. 

 

 
Richard Friedland – CEO  
 
Martin, can I ask you to be brief because we do have a plane to catch. I’m going to ask that we call it 

in about ten minutes time max if you don’t mind? 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 
Yes, sure, okay. Very quickly. Acquisitions that you’ve made, can you confirm they are op co’s and 

you haven’t bought the property? 

 

Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
 

For the Darlington and Oxford, yes. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 
Okay. In terms of the covenants for GHG, can you remind the market what’s paid on your debt? It’s my 

final question. Many thanks. 

 
Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
 
What the capacities of the covenant are?  

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 

 
Yes, if you could provide a little more detail. 

 

 
Adrian Fawcett – CEO GHG  
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On the prop co debt, the covenants are fairly fixed around the ration of interest to rent. They are, 

provided there is no bad debt risk on op co, the prop co covenants are automatic calculations. In terms 

of the op co, we have cash cover, interest cover, leverage and capex. As we talked some of it through 

in June, we have fairly significant head room on those. It is probably not worth wasting your time 

taking to that any more detail. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 
Many thanks for your input. 

 
Adrian Fawcett – CEO General Healthcare  
 

There are no new covenants versus when we presented in June and the health has improved against 

all of those measures versus June. 

 

Martin Whitbread – Morgan Stanley 
 

Right, okay, thank you. 

 

Operator 
 

Gentlemen, we have no further questions. Would you like to make some closing comments? 

 
Richard Friedland – CEO 
 

Thank you very much ladies and gentlemen for attending the conference call. We are available to take 

your calls and or your emails. Adrian and Phil thank you once again for your attendance and 

elucidating on the UK and the forecast going forward. Thank you once again, ladies and gentlemen. 

 

Operator 
 

On behalf of Netcare Limited, that concludes this afternoon’s conference. Thank you for joining us. 

You may now disconnect your lines. 
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